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Abstract— Bandwidth starvation is an important aspect to consider when deploying Triple Play Quality
of Service (QoS) in Internet Protocol (IP) network. How to guarantee each class of QoS running smoothly
with enough bandwidth when facing congested network. Traf ic policing technique has been proposed by
author to ensure voice traf ic is separated from other class instead of using Low Latency Queuing (LLQ) of
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ). This paper addresses the effect of traf ic policing and Random Early Detec-
tion (RED) to quality of service in term of delay, jitter and packet loss. The result show traf ic policing with
combination using RED is promised each class of WFQ gets enough bandwidth and avoid bandwidth star-
vation. Simulation results show end to end delay for voice 0.02 second, voice jitter 0.00025 second,video
delay 0.05 second,video jitter 0.0005. These paramaters accepted ITU-Y1541 standard. For queuingdelay
paramater the result is 0.02 second.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quality of Service (QoS) is an important aspect of
triple play service implementation. Customer value expec-
tation is depend on how QoS is applied. Problems arise
related with QoS term such as low throughput, dropped
packet, errors, latency, jitter and out of delivery. Diffserv is
the one of QoS technique beside Intserv/Resource Reserva-
tion Protocol (RSVP) and IEEE 802.1/Q standard. Queuing
technique in diffserv ismain aspect to analyze related to the
performance of triple play services. Previous research used
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) with Low Latency Queuing
(LLQ) for voice, video and data class with Diffserv Service
Code Point (DSCP) as traf ic marking[1]. Priority Queuing
with implementation as LLQ is used to service video and
voice in that paper.

The result ; bandwidth starvation is occured when
video class is using LLQ. This paper conclude that LLQ can
only be implemented in voice traf ic because voice tra ic is
very small. When huge voice traf ic is transmitted ; band-
width starvation is occured again.

RandomEarlyDetection (RED) is one of the dropping
technique to smooth QoS delivery[2]. When network con-
gestion is experienced, packet discard can’t be avoided but
can be controlled by several dropping techniques. Traf ic
policing or traf ic shapping is part of how to improve QoS
performance. Single rate traf ic policing can be used for
controll and manage traf ic for QoS[3]. In this paper single
rate traf ic policing technique is implemented to separated
voice from WFQ instead of using LLQ. With certain band-
width allocation for voice and other class, results show that
each class running smoothly without LLQ with better delay
and jitter value.

After that RED is used to improve all class to control
packet discard because of congestion. This paper is orga-
nized as follow. Section II describe the proposed model for
traf ic policing technique using single rate traf ic policing
in WFQ and RED traf ic control for dropping packet mech-
anism. Simulation setup is presented in Section III. And
simulation results are shown in Section IV. Finally the con-
clusions are presented in section V.
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II. PACKET HANDLING

A. Traf ic Policing Proposed Model

Fig. 1 . Traf ic policing proposed model

Figure 1 explain that the policing model use ive
class of marking; voice, video, control, trans data, and best
effort. The model is preferred to consider all of the traf ic
classi ication is de ined to support end to end QoS. Triple
play use voice, video, and data which are the part of end to
end Qos also, thus triple play must consider other class to
de ine bandwidth allocation for policing. Best effort class is
not policing to spesi ied bandwidth, so best effort traf ic can
use any available bandwidth from other class. Voice class is
policed and not include to WFQ scheduler to increase voice
performance to make voice still priority. The rest of the
model used RED to manage packet drop. Control class used
for routing and signalling traf ic to run. Trans data and best
effort are detail classi ication of data class to ensure differ-
ent priority of data. Which is transactional data has higher
priority tha best effort data. DSCP is used for marking traf-
ic. Voice use EF, Video use AF41, Control use CS3, Trans
data (AF21) and Best Effort use Default Forwarding (DF).
The bandwidth value allocation for voice and forWFQusing
RFC 3246, 2597, 2474 and 3662 [3].

B. Single Rate Traf ic Policing for Voice

Single rate traf ic policing has been used to separate
voice traf ic from others. Its donewith de ined subrate con-
nection to low frommaximum access rate. There are three
parameters related to this policing;
• Commited Information Rate (CIR)
• CIR is average maximum for voice traf ic to low in access
rate CIR<Access Rate
• Commited Burst Size (Bc)
• Traf ic excess CIR is de ined with Bc for burst traf ic.
• Excessive Burst Size (Be)
• Traf ic excess Bc is de ined with Be for excessive burst
traf ic.

With CIR = Bc/Tc, Tc is time cycle or period. Algo-
ritm for single rate traf ic policing shown in Figure 2. Voice
traf ic to be transmitted is ruled with CIR 10% from con-
gestion link rate with Bc=CIR/8. The excess traf ic is drop.
Three rule for voice traf ic is conform, exceed and violate.
Conform means traf ic is agree with rule CIR and Bc. Oth-
erwise exceed and violate are use to rule excessice traf ic.
With this algoritm voice traf ic can lowwith 10%bandwith
value when congestion happen. The Bc value with CIR/8 is
choosen for standard implementation to make voice rule
run with 10%.

Fig. 2 . Single rate traf ic policing
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C. RED Traf ic Drop Policer

RED operates by computing average queue length
and compare to minimum and maximum threshold then
make a packet drop decision [2]. When the queue size is
increasing, incoming packets will be dropped with a higher
probability. Finally, if average queue length is higher than
the queue size threshold then all incoming packet will be
dropped completely [2] as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3 . RED scheme [2]

RED algorithmbased on Figure 4 is applied for all
incoming traf ic from voice policing and from WFQ based.
All traf ic is calculated for average packet and calculate for
packet dropping probability to decide drop or enqueue the
packet. RED parameter has been iterated to get best value
in order tomake all traf ic runwith best drop scheme. Mini-
mum threshold value is set to 1 packet, maximum threshold
value is set to 2 packet, mark probability denominator is set
to 1/10 and exponential weighting constant is set to 9.

Fig. 4 . RED algoritm

III. OPNET SIMULATIONMODEL

Simulation of Triple Play architechture is based on
OPNET tool[8]. The network topology use router, worksta-
tion and server. All network component are connected by
DS3 link. QoS function set up by IP QoS Attribute De ini-
tion and local router QoS con iguration [3], [10]. Link from
end router to destination is observed and modi ied to sim-
ulate congestion link by change DS3 data rate to 10 Mbps.
Explicit demand traf ic used to simulate the demand from
each class. Detail marking, policing and CBWFQ bandwidth
allocation are detailed below:

TABLE 1
TABLE I. DETAIL MODEL PARAMETER POLICED

Class Traf ic Source Size Traf ic Source PDF DSCP Marking CB-WFQ Bandwidth Policy
Voice T1 (1.5 Mbps) Exponential EF - CIR = 10%Mbps Bc = CIR/8 Mbps
Video 8 Mbps Exponential AF41 23% -
Control T1 (1.5 Mbps) Exponential CS3 7% -
Trans Data T1 (1.5 Mbps) Exponential AF21 35% -
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The aim of simulation is to study the effect of traf-
ic policing insteadof usingLLQ. Traf ic policing is applied to
voice traf ic only with de ined average traf ic rate and burst
size. For Video, Control, Trans Data, traf ic is de ined using
spesi ic WFQ bandwidth allocation. Best Effort traf ic does
not policed in order to make bandwidth ef iciency alloca-
tion. The network diagram is shown below:

Fig. 5 . OPNET network diagram

For comparison from the previous work, four
step have been used for simulation. First step is repre-
sent thepreviousworkusingWFQ-LLQ. Second step is using
CBWFQ-LLQ. Third step is using CBWFQ with voice policed
and the fourth step is CBWFQ with voice policed and RED.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

With voice traf ic send according to Figure 6, simu-
lation results show that voice traf ic received run with the
de ined rulewhich the rule is voicemust runwith 10% from
congestion link rate 10 Mbps which is 1 Mbps as shown in
Figure 7. Its show that policer can manage bandwidth al-
location for voice traf ic, therefore can avoid bandwidth
starvation for other class. Number in circle from 1 to 4 is
represent steps have been used to compare from previous
step and work. From Figure 7 shows that step 3 and step

4 which use voice policed is can manage voice to run and
lows using speci ic rate. However with LLQ mode in step
1 and 2 show that all traf ic send are received with same
value of rate. From Figure 7 because voice used 1 Mbps
from congestion link so other class traf ic could use 9 Mbps
from remaining bandwidth.

Fig. 6 . Voice traf ic send

Fig. 7 . Voice traf ic received
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End to end delay value from Figure 8 for step 4
shows about 0.02 second, which is acceptable for voice re-
garding ITU-Y1541 recommendation <0.15 second. The red
line across the igure represent the ITU-Y1541 recommen-
dation for voice end to end delay. For jitter parameter refer
to Figure 9 shows that voice jitter also acceptable with ITU-
Y1541 recommendation. Separate voice traf ic from other
traf ic and using RED for control traf ic drop is the key. RED
control how traf ic dropping occured thus can reduce delay
and jitter value. RED technique used for improve the end to
end delay caused of dropping packet. With RED all class are
improved in end to end delay parameter. It is because RED
can control how packet dropped during congestion condi-
tion.

Fig. 8 . Voice E2E delay

Fig. 9 . Voice jitter

Figure 10 shows video E2E delay value for step 4
with 0.03 second, which is accepted in ITU-Y1541 recom-
mendation <0.3 second. Also Figure 11 shows video jitter
parameter is accepted with ITU-Y1541 recommendation <
0.04 second.

Fig. 10 . Voice E2E delay

Fig. 11 . Voice jitter

Result summary of P2P utilization gives in Figure
12. It can be shown that link utilization not full to 100%
when congestion occured, so this technique can make link
utilization more ef icient. Also queuing delay when con-
gestin occured is shown in Figure 13. Queuing delay for
step 4 is dropped to previous step. Queuing delay is very
important aspect to consider when congestion occured.
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Fig. 12 . Point to point utilization

Fig. 13 . Point to point queuing delay

Fig. 14 . IP Traf ic drop

V. CONCLUSION

Traf ic policing can ensure that traf ic can be deliv-
ered with certain bandwidth without starvation. It can be
applied on voice traf ic therefore to make voice still pri-
oritized. With traf ic policing jitter perfomance also im-
proved. RED used to improve end to end delay regards
traf ic dropped. With RED traf ic drop is controlled and
managed. Thus traf ic policing for voice traf ic with com-
bination with RED is best choice for improve QoS for triple
play service instead of using LLQ.
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